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Abstract—The dynamic voltage restorer is used for the 

compensation of voltage sags in distribution systems. The 

Synchronous Reference Frame based control technique is 

used for the conversion of voltages from rotating vectors to 

stationary reference frame. In this method the source voltage 

and load voltage are compared with a reference voltage to 

detect the sag and this difference of voltage is converted 

using SRF theory and the control signal for the VSC is 

generated. The DVR is found to compensate the voltage sag 

by injecting required voltage.  A self supported DVR system 

does not contain a battery. The energy storage is via a 

capacitor. In this work the capacitor is replaced with a super 

capacitor. It is evident that the new system is superior to the 

existing system. The simulation is done in MATLAB. 

Keywords—dynamic voltage restorer; voltage source 

converter; super capacitor;  injection transformer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

       Modern industries are looking forward for 

development of innovative technologies for the fulfillment 

of industrial goals. These technologies aim at production 

optimization by minimizing production cost and ensuring 

uninterrupted production throughout the period. 

Disturbance free supply with regulated voltage is the key 

requirement in any utility work [4]. 

High quality sinusoidal waveform is generated at the 

power stations. The boom in the power electronic industry 

has gave rise to the widespread use of power electronic 

based nonlinear devices and also faults cause deviation 

from the pure sinusoidal waveform. A stable supply of 

continuous power has to be guaranteed during the 

production process [5]. The reason for demanding high 

quality power is basically the modern manufacturing and 

process equipment, which operates at high efficiency, 

requiring high quality defect free power supply for 

successful operation- of their machines. ASD’s,  

 

 

 

 

 

automation devices, power electronic components are 

examples of such equipment’s. 

In earlier days, the major focus for power system 

reliability was on generation and transmission only as  

more capital cost is involved in these areas. But recently, 

distribution systems found to receive more attention for 

reliability assessment. The major power quality 

disturbances faced by customers are voltage sag, voltage 

swell, impulsive and oscillatory transients, phase jumps, 

short interruptions as well as steady state deviations such 

as harmonics and flicker. Among the disturbances, voltage 

sag is considered more severe since the sensitive loads are 

susceptible to temporary changes in voltage. 

Power electronics based technology is applied to power 

distribution system for the benefit of customer. This 

technology is called custom power technology. Switching 

equipment and controllers can be utilized to provide 

disturbance/interruption free service to the customers. 

Dynamic voltage restorer is custom power device which is 

series connected with the distribution line to compensate 

the voltage disturbances.  

Dynamic voltage restorer is a voltage source inverter 

which is connected in series between the supply and a 

critical load. The DVR mitigate voltage sag by injecting 

voltage in series with the supply through an injection 

transformer. Different topologies of DVR are discussed in 

[2]. The design of a capacitor supported DVR that protects 

sag, swell, distortion, or unbalance in supply voltages is 

discussed in [8]. Different energy storage schemes are 

discussed in [5]. The super capacitor energy storage has 

high specific power density. In this work the energy 

storage for the DVR is replaced with a super capacitor. 

The SRF theory is used for control of DVR. 
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II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF DVR 

 The super capacitor supported DVR is shown in Fig. 1. 

Three ac voltage sources vsa, vsb and vsc represent 3-phase 

three wire ac supply system. The source inductance and 

resistance are represented by impedance Zsa, Zsb and Zsc 

respectively. The compensating voltage Vdvr is injected in 

series with the supply via a series injection transformer 

Ts[3]. A Voltage Source Converter with Super Capacitor 

energy storage system is used as a DVR. The ripple in the 

injected voltage is filtered out by utilizing a ripple filter 

consisting of series inductor (Lf) and parallel capacitor 

(Cf). For a switching frequency of 10 kHz, the ripple filter 

is designed with a 5 kHz frequency and the reactance is 

calculated as, 

 
        Fig. 1. Three phase SC supported DVR connected system 
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Considering XCf=3 Ω, Cf=10.61 μF and XLf=100Ω, 

Lf=3.18mH. by iteration. Initially these values of ripple 

filter are used and then suitable values for Lf and Cf are 

found.  
The phasor diagram for voltage compensation by DVR 

is shown in Fig. 2. The load terminal voltage and current 

prior to voltage sag is represented by VLps and IL’. After 

the occurrence of sag, the magnitude of the load terminal 

voltage is lowered. A voltage VDVR is injected by the DVR 

to maintain the terminal voltage to the rated magnitude. 

This injected voltage has two components, VDVRd and 

VDVRq. The voltage in-phase with the current (VDVRd) is to 

regulate the dc bus voltage of the DVR and also to meet 

the loss component [4]. The voltage in quadrature with the 

current (VDVRq) is to regulate the load voltage at constant 

magnitude. These two components of the injection voltage 

is achieved by using the control algorithm. 

III. SUPER CAPACITOR ENERGY STORAGE 

A super capacitor is a component which has relatively 

high specific power ability in comparison to batteries, 

much like a capacitor, while it has much higher specific 

energy than a conventional capacitor, more like a battery 

[6]. The super capacitor technology is relatively new, and 

is constantly evolving because of its advantages like 

power density; recycle ability, environmental friendly, 

safe and light weight. But it is very expensive compared to 

IL

Vs

Vdvr

Vdvrd

Vdvrq

VL

 
Fig. 2. Phasor diagram    

capacitor. 

A. Lifetime Parameters 

The life time of super capacitor depends on its operating 

temperature. Super capacitors operated at room 

temperature can have life expectancies of several years 

compared to Super Capacitors operated at their maximum 

rated temperature. 

 *2X

E LL L   (3) 
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    (4) 

Where, 

LE=Expected life at operating temperature. 

LL=Load life rating of Super Capacitor. 

Tm=Maximum temperature rating of super capacitor 

Ta=Ambient temperature the super capacitor is going to be 

exposed to in the application. 
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Fig. 4. Synchronous Reference Frame control 

 

B. Electrical Model 

   
 

Fig. 3. Equivalent electrical model of Super capacitor 

Equivalent electrical model of super capacitor is shown in Fig. 

3, where C denotes the nominal capacitance, which is 

dependent on the open circuit voltage. ESR is the equivalent 

series resistance which contributes to losses. EPR is the 

Equivalent Parallel Resistance, which models self discharge. 

The ESR value is very less and EPR value is very high 

compared to a normal capacitor. 

IV. SYNCHRONOUS REFERENCE FRAME THEORY BASED 

CONTROLLER 

The basic function of controller in a dynamic voltage 

restorer is the detection of voltage sag, computation of 

reference voltage, generation of trigger pulses for the inverter, 

correction of injection voltage abnormalities and termination 

of trigger pulses after voltage sag event [9]. 

The control algorithm for the super capacitor supported 

system is shown in Fig. 4. This is a closed loop system which 

requires DC link voltage of DVR and amplitude of load 

voltage to generate direct axis and quadrature axis voltages. 

The conversion of the signal from abc to dq0 reference with 

unit vector generated by PLL (Phase Locked Loop) can be 

obtained as, 

0
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 (5) 

When a drop or rise in load voltage occurs, then DVR 

controller generates error signal to create the PWM waveform 

for 6-pulse IGBT device. It is easier to control dc signals than 

ac signals. So the voltages at PCC are converted to the rotating 

reference frame using the abc-dq0 conversion [10]. Low pass 

filters (LPFs) are used in d and q axes, to filter out the 

harmonics and oscillatory components.  

d ddc qacv v v         (6) 

q ddc qacv v v         (7) 

 For compensation of voltage quality problems, load terminal 

voltage should be of rated magnitude and undistorted.  

 The dc bus voltage of the super capacitor is maintained  

by using a PI controller at the dc bus voltage of DVR and the 

output is considered as a voltage vcap for meeting its losses. 

Vcap(n)=vcap(n-1)+Kp1(vde(n)-vde(n-1))+Ki1vde(n)    (8) 

where, vde=vdc
*
-vdc(n) is the error between the reference and 

sensed dc voltage at the n
th

 sampling instant. Kp1 and Ki1 are 

the proportional and integral gains of the dc bus voltage PI 

controller.  

 The amplitude of the load terminal voltage is 

regulated to reference voltage VL* using a PI controller. The 

output of PI controller is considered as the reactive component 

of voltage (vqr) for voltage regulation of the load terminal 

voltage. The amplitude of load voltage at PCC is calculated 
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from the ac voltages (vLa, vLb, vLc) as, 
1 1

2 2 22 2(2 / 3) (v v v )L La Lb LcV       (9) 

The reference load quadrature axis voltage is as, 

  vq*=vqdc+vqr     (10) 

 Reference load voltages in abc frame is obtained 

from a reverse Park’s transformation [1]. The abc reference 

frame equations are obtained from dq0 equations as, 
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  (11) 

 The error between the sensed load voltages (vLa, vLb, vLc) and 

reference load voltages are used in a PWM controller to 

generate gating pulses for VSC of DVR. 

V. MATLAB MODELLING AND SIMULATION 

The performance of the DVR system is evaluated using 

Simulink and Simpower systems toolboxes. The three phase 

DVR connected ac supply system is built in the Simulink. At 

0.15s sag is applied to the system by applying a three phase to 

ground fault. The fault is applied for duration of 0.1 s and it is 

found that the voltage is reduced to 280V from 325V. The 

efficiently controlled DVR is able to inject required voltage to 

maintain the load voltage constant. The SRF controlled DVR 

injects 26V and the load voltage raised to 315V. That is, 

around 80% of sag is compensated via DVR. The simulation 

parameters are given in Table [1]. 

 

TABLE I.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

 
AC system parameters 

3 phase ac line voltage 415 V, 50 Hz  

Line impedance Rs=0.01Ω, Ls=3.5mH 

Ripple filter Lf=1mH, Cf=15µF 

Load 8.5kVA, 0.707p.f lag 

Transformer 10kVA, 100/300 V 

DVR Parameters 

DC Bus Voltage 150 V 

Super Capacitor 66 no. , 2.5V each  

DC bus PI controller Kp=0.5, Ki=0.35 

PWM switching Frequency 10kHz 

Fig. 5. PCC Voltage(VL), Compensated Voltage (VLc), injected 

voltage (VDVR), DC link Voltage (VDC). 

 

 

The SC connected DVR injects  Load voltage before 

compensation (VL), load voltage after compensation (VLc), 

injected voltage (VDVR) and DC link voltage (Vdc) are shown 

in Fig. 5. For compensating  a voltage sag, the DVR injects a 

positive three phase voltage in phase with the load voltage. 

This voltage gets added with the load voltage to regulate it to a  

 
Fig. 6. Rms value of load voltage before compensation (VLrms) and after 

compensation (VLCrms) 

constant value. The rms value of load voltage before and 

after compensation is shown in Fig. 6. 

VI. FFT ANALYSIS 

It is found that the super capacitor supported system is more 

advantageous than the capacitor supported system. 

  
Fig. 7. FFT analysis of Capacitor supported system 

 

The super capacitor supported system requires less time for 

charging of capacitor and hence the initial oscillations are 

comparatively less [5]. The stored charge is more in case of 

super capacitor. Also the comparison of the THD analysis of 

capacitor supported and super capacitor supported systems are 

shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. It is found that by using super 

capacitor, the THD is reduced to 2.26% from a THD value of 

4.10% for capacitor supported system. 
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Fig. 8. FFT analysis of Super capacitor supported system. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

    This paper presented a new topology of the DVR with 

Super Capacitor energy storage. A control system based on 

Synchronous Reference Frame theory is implemented which 

includes conversion of signals to d-q-0 components. The 

modeling and simulation of the DVR connected system is 

done using MATLAB/Simulink. It is found that the super 

capacitor connected system is performing satisfactorily to 

compensate voltage sags. FFT Analysis shows the superiority 

of super capacitor over conventional capacitor.  

FUTURE SCOPE 

The super capacitor supported system can be modified by 

avoiding the series injection transformer and the entire system 

can be made with less expense. 
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